




A reminder:



Easiest distinction but also easiest bomb out:
1. Unlike your other subjects where the final exam counts most, each term of LO 

counts the same. This means that constant hard work and dedication has to 
be given to each term.

2. People feel that LO simply general knowledge- it is not and besides if it were 
just general knowledge, then your general knowledge isn’t that great at all.

3. Learners do not see the academic importance of LO and you may have heard 
via via that it will not exist as a subject. Well, it is here to stay for now and it 
does count towards your APS (for some institutions)- even if it is only slightly. 
Furthermore some courses require that learners have achieved at least 60% 
for LO.

4. The work may seem simple for some of you and it may be a repeat of what 
you have been taught at home. The reality, however, is that not everyone has 
a stable home life and (believe it or not) some learners will be hearing this 
stuff for the first time in their lives.



Class work
Design a board 
game on your 
front page telling 
us exactly who 
you are & what 
you want to 
achieve.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kNlv7Ce8A9t1gU0DZX3qX3OQTbXZvz87/preview


Value of exercise



Value of exercise:
Write the date. Copy the following table down in your books, and write down the effects each 
exercise has on your body under the appropriate headings:

Value of participation in exercise programmes that promote fitness: 

Activity to do right now in class: Effects each of these have 
on your breathing, heart, 
muscles and joints:

Cardiovascular 
Fitness

Run on the spot as fast as you can for 2 minutes

Muscular Strength Do 10 pushups with the correct from and as slow 
as you possibly can

Endurance Hold your bag above your head for as long as 
you can

Flexibility Sit on the floor and keep your legs flat on the 
ground. See how long you can hold your toes for



Now answer the following questions on your books:

1) Which exercise did you find to be the most difficult?
2) What can you do to better that area of fitness in your life to make it easier into the 

future?
3) What do you think the relationship between physical and mental health is?

NOW… GO HOME, PRACTICE AND GET FIT!

Page Reference: 23 - 25 Exam practice:  Activity 9 pg 26



Recap Question 1:
Define 
‘endurance’. 



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GsLq8jZCgvZIqqGN-sEqtploKkYofJTc/preview


Development of self in society



Strategies to enhance self-awareness, self-esteem and 
self-development:
Write the date.  Then write down 5 thoughts you have about the man in the following picture:

https://www.google.co.za/search?safe=active&rlz=1CAACAZ_enZA809&biw=1536&bih=706&tbs=isz%3Al&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=TYLoW8zVLO6clwSv3Zdw&q=machine+gun+preacher+sam+childers&oq=machine+gun+preacher+sam+childers&gs_l=img.3..0j0i24k1l2.
25921.30124.0.30270.12.4.0.8.8.0.386.744.3-2.2.0....0...1c.1.64.img..2.10.772....0.nAtvvC58u-E#imgrc=5IlE0j1vhacZkM:



So did you think he was a bad or a good guy?
Discuss with someone next to you why you thought he was good or why you 
thought he was bad?

Now for the big reveal:
The man in the picture in none other than... 

Sam Childers, or as some of you may know him...





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcbeD5HScI8


Has your opinion based on the picture changed?

Does the saying never judge a book by its cover come to mind?

You need to understand that everyone has a story. Everyone has experienced hurt and pain 
and what happens is they carry that through their lives with them.

Quickly discuss with someone next you how you can avoid judging people before you know 
them. Also discuss how you can be more empathetic to people (putting yourself in another 
person’s shoes).

Write down your points from your discussion. 

Strategies to enhance self-awareness, self-esteem and 
self-development:
Write the date. 

Page Reference: 8 - 14 Exam practice: Activity 4 pg 15 



Now look at the following example of real-life facebook posts and discuss:



Recap Question 3
Name 3 
influences on 
self-esteem.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxMbcM2ee0lfeEwxYnlsWHpva0U/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxMbcM2ee0lfdURNdFBTUGRKQVU/preview


Power and gender



Power and gender:
Write the date. Today you will be having a class debate. You will first need to do the following and then 
take notes during the debate:

1. You have 10 minutes to Google (or find in your textbook) definitions for the following concepts: 
power, power relations, masculinity, femininity and gender.

2. For the next 10 minutes discuss the differences between a man and a woman with the person next 
to you. Use the following concepts as a guide to your discussion (remember to write down while you 
discuss): reproduction and roles in the community, stereotypical views of gender roles and 
responsibilities,  gender differences in participation in physical activities.

3. The class must be split into 2 groups. One group needs to argue that gender inequality has major 
negative influences on relationships, general well-being, sexual abuse, teenage pregnancy, 
violence, STIs  including HIV and AIDS. The other group needs to argue that gender inequality 
actually has mostly positive influences on the above. 
You have 5 minutes to discuss your points in your groups and the rest of the lesson to debate.

Page Reference: 16 - 22 Exam Practice: Activity 6 pg 18 



Recap Question 4
Define ‘power 
relation’.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iQWGHMRVjhCl40kmxf0Gl-wp2VXu2oiu/preview


Career fields & study choices



Career fields and study choices:

Write the date. 

Use your phones and log on to www.psconnect.co.za or use the following QR Code:

http://www.psconnect.co.za


If you have never registered with PSconnect then do so now (It is for FREE!) you have 
10 minutes:



Now log in and complete the free careers test. You have 15 minutes to complete this:



Once you have taken the test, start exploring your options for studying based on your best results per 
category. Then complete the following in your books. You have the rest of the lesson to complete the 
next 4 activities, otherwise it becomes homework:

Knowledge about self in relation to own subjects, career fields and study choices:  

1. Complete the following table in your books based on what you know about yourself as well as the 
test and research you have just completed:

2. Google the difference between a career field, occupation, career and job and write it down your 
books.

Number 1 Number 2 Number 3

List 3 of your interests

List 3 of your abilities

List 3 of your talents

List 3 of your strengths



3. The following are the current requirements for National Curriculum Statement (NCS). Write down if 
your current marks would mean a basic pass, diploma pass, or university exemption pass: 

4. Do you think that if you make the bare minimum pass mark for university that you will be accepted? 
Why or why not?

Page Reference: 40 - 45 Exam Practice: Activity 2 pg 45

https://slideplayer.com/slide/3854460/



Recap Question 5
What is the 
difference 
between a career 
field and a 
career?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pefRLtEtL-1tSizTMVVBW7HmJLz3_uV6/preview


Life domains



Life domains:
Write the date. Copy down the following mindmap and complete with examples from your 
own life, whilst your teacher discusses this with the class:

Page Reference: 46 - 47 Exam Practice: Activity 3 pg 47

Physical
Eg:

Psychological
Eg:

Spiritual
Eg:

Practical
Eg:

Leisure
Eg:

Growth
Eg:

Social
Eg:

Physical
Eg:

Community
Eg:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WvWjDG2LLOuaM-dOtRnt98cg9wpCUQCZ/preview


Study choice influences



Study choice influences:
Complete the following table as truthfully as possible:

Socio-economic factors as considerations for career and study choices: 

Page Reference: 48 - 52

Answer the following question: How do these impact your choices 
on what you will study?

Community needs What needs are there in you community?

Availability of 
finances

What is your financial situation?

Affordability What course can you afford to study?

Stereotyping What stereotypes are there regarding different 
careers?

Accessibility Do you have transport/internet access/etc?

Income tax Calculate how much tax you think you will pay.



Recap Question 6
Name the 3 main 
life domains.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bSNlxq9iM5sDCzLBgQWgZkcEQBR5qFMd/preview


Democracy and human rights



Democracy and human rights:
You have 10 minutes to Google (or find in your textbook) definitions for the following 
concepts: diversity; discrimination; human rights; violations of human rights. 

Get into groups of 4. Each member needs choose 1 of the 4 categories to find (Google or 
textbook) 3 good things each of them has done for society. Share your answers and 
collaborate to get facts on each (this should take you 10 minutes to do):

Bill of Rights, International Conventions and Instruments: 
Member 1 = Convention on the Rights of the Child
Member 2 = The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of Children
Member 3 = Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
Member 4 = Any other bills, charters & protection agencies, rules, codes of conduct & laws
 



Write the date. Then read the following article and answer the questions that follow:

69-year-old man sues to legally change his age because he identifies as a 49-year-old
Emile Ratelband, a Netherlands media personality and motivational 
speaker, is 69 years old but believes he has the body of someone 20 
years younger. To fix the perceived discrepancy, he has now brought 
forth a lawsuit to legally change his age. The Dutchman wants to be 
seen as younger to get better jobs and to have better luck connecting 
with ladies on Tinder.
He compares his plight with being transgender. Dutch newspaper De 
Telegraaf quotes him as saying, "You can change your name. You 
can change your gender. Why not your age? Nowhere are you so 
discriminated against as with your age."
And also, "When I'm 69, I'm limited. When I'm on tinder and it says 
69, I don't get an answer. When I'm 49 with the face I have, I'll be in a 
luxurious position."
The Dutchman describes himself as a "young god."
In four weeks, a local court in Arnhem will make its decision on his 
case. If the court rules in his favor, the "young god" has said he'll give 
up his pension.

https://boingboing.net/2018/11/09/69-year-old-man-sues-to-legall.html

http://www.ratelband.nl/?lang=en


Class Discussion - As you discuss these questions with your teacher and 
class, write down some key points and answers:

1. Based on the article you have just read, critically analyse some of the major flaws and 
failures with democracy and acknowledgement of people’s rights.

2. How has democracy and human rights proved to be successful?

3. Do you feel that this man should be recognised as younger, because he thinks he 
should be younger?

4. If they do not grant him his wish, do you think that would be a violation of his rights?

Page Reference: 62 - 73 Exam practice: Activity 5 pg 67



Recap Question 7
Define ‘diversity’.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1toh69WK8dOkRlu3ngoYHTYhaFk8jZvHM/preview


Discrimination



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHcJtU9dr6I


Discrimination:
Write the date. These questions are for a class discussion. Write down some 
ideas and thoughts from this discussion.

1. What type of discrimination was the Holocaust?

2. What was the source of this bias and prejudice?

3. What effect do you think the Holocaust had on people personally and to the 

Jewish nation as a whole?

4. Do you think after the harsh treatment of Jews in World War 2 they deserved 

to be given a land of their own to call home?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vstQUOvTgJ8


1. Why is it that after their harsh treatment during World War 2 Israeli Jews treat 

Palestinians so harshly?

2. Is this fair discrimination?

3. What effect do you think the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has on people 

personally and to the Jewish and Palestinian nations as a whole?

4. How can this problem be resolved fairly and with no discrimination?





Challenging prejudice and discrimination: significant contributions by individuals and 
organisations to address human rights violations.

1. Who is this picture of?
2. How did this image and the individuals represented in it, start the end of Apartheid?
3. Can you think of other individuals or organisations who helped end apartheid? What 

exactly did they do?

For the last 10 minutes of the lesson write a short paragraph on how people and initiatives 
are ensuring a constantly developing and transforming nation (use the following points as 
guidance): South African initiatives and campaigns,  one’s own position, actions and 
contribution in discussions, projects, campaigns and events which address discrimination 
and human rights violations, nation-building and protection agencies and their work
 
Page Reference: 74 - 84 Exam practice: Activity 10 pg 78



Recap Question 8
Give 2 major 
examples of acts 
of prejudice from 
history.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rr1HegjF-Ygi5l_d1OYcND9cZH2KBCZB/preview


Study skills



Study skills:
Write the date. Then use your phones to access the study skills questionnaire: 
https://smgserv1.bu.edu/studyskills/  or use the following QR Code:

Complete the questionnaire and then take a screenshot of your results. Apply the necessary 
changes to your studying programme.

Page Reference: 100 - 108 Exam Practice: Activity 1 pg 103

https://smgserv1.bu.edu/studyskills/


Study plan



Process of assessment and annual study plans:

Download Todait for free. Use this link:
https://todait.en.uptodown.com/android/download OR this QR Code:

If you can’t get it on your phone download any study planner you find for free.
Once you have downloaded start planning your studying for the remainder of the year.

Page Reference: 112 - 114 Exam Practice:  Activity 8 pg 114

https://todait.en.uptodown.com/android/download


Recap Question 9
1) What is 

scanning?
2) What is 

skimming?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/17jZU7GMoH8oZiwqjRcuSN3k9ZQNRlN0M/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SnQjKD_NWNMTr5shRhoa2aczSNbHWOTv/preview


Problem-solving skills



Critical, creative and problem-solving skills:

Write the date. Work through the following scenarios together as a class and apply 
critical-thinking, creative-thinking and problem-solving skills. Write down your and the class’s 
thought processes.

The Trolley Problem:
There is a trolley coming down the tracks and ahead, there are five people tied to the tracks 
who are unable to move. The trolley will continue coming and will kill the five people. There is 
nothing you can do to rescue the five people except that there is a lever.
If you pull the lever, the train will be directed to another track, which has only one person tied 
to it. You have two choices:

1. Do nothing and the five people will die

2. Pull the lever and save the five people, but let one person die.

https://globaldigitalcitizen.org/critical-thinking-exercises-blow-students-minds

http://thoughtcatalog.com/lenna-son/2014/06/3-famous-moral-dilemmas-that-will-really-make-you-think/


Heinz dilemma:

“A woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. There was one drug that the 
doctors thought might save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the same town had 
recently discovered. The drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was charging ten 
times what the drug cost him to produce. He paid $200 for the radium and charged $2,000 
for a small dose of the drug.

The sick woman’s husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow the money, but he 
could only get together about $1,000 which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist that his 
wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later. But the druggist said: 
“No, I discovered the drug and I’m going to make money from it.” So Heinz got desperate 
and broke into the man’s laboratory to steal the drug for his wife. Should Heinz have 
broken into the laboratory to steal the drug for his wife? Why or why not?”

(Kohlberg, Lawrence (1981). Essays on Moral Development, Vol. I: The Philosophy of Moral 
Development. San Francisco, CA: Harper & Row. ISBN 0-06-064760-4.)



https://lens.blogs.nytimes.com/2016/04/18/photography-pulitzer-for-coverage-of-refugee-crisis/



1. Describe what you see in this picture.
2. What are these people doing and why?
3. What do you think they are feeling?
4. Where are they?
5. Do they know each other? If so, how?
6. What are the events that have led to this 

snapshot in time?

https://globaldigitalcitizen.org/critical-thinking-exercises-blow-students-minds
Page Reference: 109 - 110



Recap Question 10
Give an example 
of external 
assessment.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1svcFhlgkh1GkV1O_ufIDSDn6LQWKLCOI/preview


Negative social issues



Harmful social and environmental effects:
Write the date. 

https://www.goodthingsguy.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Aprocarne-1.jpg



Contemporary social issues that impact negatively on local and global 
communities: 

Discuss the following as a class and write notes:

1. Who is to blame for this man’s poverty? Himself? Apartheid?
2. Does he or anyone deserve to be living on the streets?
3. Did your family benefit from apartheid? If so do you still benefit from it today?
4. What can you personally do to avoid landing up in the same situation as the 

man in the picture?
5. What can you personally do to help people like the man in the picture?

You have 5 minutes to Google or search through your textbooks to find 
definitions for social and environmental justice.
 

Page Reference: 126 - 141 Exam Practice: Activity 1 pg 127



Complete the following table as truthfully as possible in your books:

 

Social Issues Rank (1 worst, 9 better) 
according to what is 
affecting our country most

Harmful effect 
this has on 
you personally

Harmful effect 
this has on your 
community

How can you 
personally rectify 
each of these issues.

Crime

Poverty

Food Security

Food Production

Violence

HIV and AIDS

Safety and 
Security

Unequal Access

Lack of Basics



Recap Question 11
What is social 
justice?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1H5wr2qfmZHzxpjhOwu_ikwLLEXRFwiZW/preview


Social thinking skills



Social, constructive and critical thinking skills:
Use this link to complete the selfish test:
https://psychologia.co/egoism-and-altruism/ OR this QR Code:

A score of ‘9’ suggests a balance between altruism and egoism. It means you are taking a 
good care of yourself and others. If your score is less than ‘9’, you have some selfish 
tendencies. The lower the score, the more selfish the respondent.Similarly, if your score is 
higher than ‘9’, you have more altruistic tendencies. The higher the score, the more altruistic 
the respondent. The highest possible score is ‘16’.

https://psychologia.co/egoism-and-altruism/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fC6RP6tZ1Q


Write the date. Write down notes from the following class discussion:

Social, constructive and critical thinking skills necessary to participate in civic life: social 
responsibilities including the knowledge and skills to make informed decisions and take 
appropriate action.

1. Why do you think the wealthier men refused to give away food?
2. Why do you think the poor man was so willing to give away his own food?
3. What can we do for the poor?
4. What can we do to remind ourselves of others’ sufferings and to remember to help?

Youth service development: 

1. Give examples of the following and discuss how effective they are in helping in society: 
youth and civic organisations, community services or projects and volunteerism.

2. Suggest possible improvements for them.

Page Reference: 142 - 148 Exam Practice: Activity 12 pg 144



Recap Question 12
Name 3 
organisations or 
projects currently 
contributing 
towards society.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1EP2C4ctUsOtv0oFE3FdWKIXJCXEU4nK8/preview


Life roles



Life roles:
Write the date. 

1. At which stage in the life cycle of a man would you or could you fulfill each of the 
following roles: child, student, adult, role in family,  partner, father, grandparent, 
breadwinner, employee, employer, sportsmen, leader and follower.

2. How and why do these roles change over time? How does this affect your different 
relationships?

3. What can you do to handle each role effectively?

Page Reference: 168 - 170



Change



Changes associated with development towards adulthood:
Write the date. When writing down points from slides please leave lines to fill in any points 
the teacher may make (or you may think of) under each of these sub-headings:

Physical changes:

http://www.agelessmedica.com/physical-changes-boys-girls-experience-puberty/



Emotional changes: maturing personality, depth and control of emotions, feelings of 
insecurity, changing needs, interests, feelings, beliefs, values and sexual interest.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/8275845/



Social changes: relationship with family, interaction with social groups, need for acceptance 
by and dependence on peer group, moving into the workforce and increased responsibilities.



7 tips for Coping with change: importance of communication and making friends.

Page Reference: 171 - 175 Exam Practice: Activity 5 pg 173

If the unwanted change is beyond your control, try taking a reflective approach. 
Accepting that there are things beyond your control, and choosing to be comfortable 
with that fact, is likely to bring greater peace of mind than waging an unwinnable war.

When a big change occurs, it’s important to figure out how much control over the 
situation you really have. Understanding your role and how much you can change can 
help you put things in perspective.

Think things through and ask, ‘What’s the 
worst that can happen?’

We're often scared of change because we’re afraid of the unknown. And a good way to 
deal with the unknown is to think things through carefully. Imagine all of the different 
possible outcomes, and then decide what would be your best- and worst-case 
scenarios. Write them down, if it helps. 

Even though it can be a tough ask, focusing on the positives can really help you 
manage change. While the positive aspects of a situation might not be obvious to 
begin with, it’s worth seeking them out – no matter how small they might be.

If the unwanted change is within your control, take an active approach to dealing with 
it. Try some problem-solving techniques, or set some goals to proactively address any 
challenges. Focusing on the problem at hand, developing a plan of action, and asking 
for advice are useful active strategies.

Improving your ability to handle stress will go a long way to helping you deal with 
change. Try practising mindfulness or meditation, or engaging in other relaxation 
techniques.

It’s perfectly normal to feel overwhelmed if the change you’re facing is really big, or 
there’s too much change happening all at once. This is when it might be best to seek 
support. Consider asking friends or family for help or emotional support.

https://au.reachout.com/articles/7-tips-for-dealing-with-change



Recap Question 13
Name 3 roles 
you currently 
have in your life.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1vljxfXqjcZ8-HDRCu6ud0UcxCk2MHe3v/preview


Responsible sexuality choices



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GibE058a4P0


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_KNAC1dFQs


Responsible sexuality choices:
Write the date. You will now conduct an interview with the person next you and ask the 
following questions:

1. Do you feel that you value and respect women?

2. Do you think that (if you are honest) you objectify women?

3. Do you ever get involved in activities that could lead to: sexual intercourse and teenage 
pregnancy, sexual abuse and  rape?

4. What would you personally do if you got your girlfriend pregnant?

5. What can you do to change your view on women?

6. Think about how you usually think about women. How does it make you feel that other 
men view your sisters, cousins or even your mom in that way? 

Page Reference: 176 - 189



Recap Question 14
Name 3 things 
that can lead to 
underage sex.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Y4A9GL5N4KEv5-CrRZucEP5OFpKotP-F/preview


Diversity of jobs



Diversity of jobs:
Write the date. 
Economic sectors- sort the the careers in the bubble into the correct category in the table: 

What would the work settings be for each of the above careers?
What daily activities would you partake in with each of these careers?

Page Reference: 210-213

Primary (raw materials) Secondary (finished products 
or goods)

Tertiary (infrastructure and 
providing services)

policeman, artist, carpenter, fisherman, lumberjack, accountant, 
sportsman, 

IT engineer, teacher, businessman, lawyer



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dMS4Lb8ItHZ43uO-XQbCf-JGsqEPPZqp/preview


Skills and competencies



Skills and competencies:

Follow this link to complete a free aptitude test: 
https://www.whatcareerisrightforme.com/career-aptitude-test.php OR use this QR Code:

https://www.whatcareerisrightforme.com/career-aptitude-test.php


Organization
Time Management
Project Management
Team Work
Quick Decision-making
Composure Under Pressure
Creativity
Problem-solving
Ability to Motivate Others
Multi-tasking
Budget Management
Delegation

Skills and competencies: 
information gathering or 
analysis and instruction.

Various facets of self and 
integration into the world of 
work:

Opportunities within different 
career fields including work in 
recreation, fitness and sport 
industries: research skills, 
salary package, promotion and 
further study prospects.

Profitable use of time, how to 
use talents in working and 
career opportunities, enjoyment 
and transfer of skills to other 
related industries.

Page Reference: 214-215; 
218-219; 222-225
Homework: Activity 5 pg 216

The following are some of the most recognised transferable skills. 
Complete the table on the right:

Page Reference: 214-215; 218-219; 222-225 Exam Practice: Activity 5 pg 216

Which of these three 
skills are your 
weakest?

Which of these three 
skills are your 
strongest?

How can you 
improve your weaker 
skills?



Recap Question 15
Name the 3 
economic 
sectors and give 
an example of 
each.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1hRqMQF8r8zk6NqvZW-OFnWpHrIG_bKk7/preview


Trends and demands



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdXLlJV6kM4


Trends and demands in the job market:
Write the date. Then study the graphs below and answer the questions that follow:

These are the most in-demand jobs in South Africa for 2018:

Awareness of trends and demands in the job market: emerging demands or changing 
patterns of careers and  scarce skills and the job market.

Reading the market for trends regarding jobs and identifying niches:

Growth and decline of various occupations and fields of work and competencies linked to 
these jobs:

SAQA, the NQF framework and recognition of prior learning:

Page Reference: 248-254; 259-261 Homework: Activity 5 pg 258-259

https://businesstech.co.za/news/finance/225773/these-are-the-most-in-demand-jobs-in-south-africa-right-now-3/



1. Which job is in the least demand?
2. Which job is in the most demand?
3. Which job does our country have the most supply of?
4. Which job does our country have the least supply of?
5. Where does your dream job fit in these graphs?
6. Based on the above information do you think you need to change job you are aspiring 

to?

Reading the market for trends regarding jobs and identifying niches:

Growth and decline of various occupations and fields of work and competencies linked to 
these jobs:

SAQA, the NQF framework and recognition of prior learning:

Page Reference: 248-254; 259-261 Homework: Activity 5 pg 258-259

https://businesstech.co.za/news/finance/225773/these-are-the-most-in-demand-jobs-in-south-africa-right-now-3/



SAQA, the NQF framework and recognition of prior learning:

● When you have reached your dream job, what NQF level will you be at?
● What NQF level are you at currently?

Page Reference: 248-254; 259-261 Exam Practice: Activity 5 pg 258-259



Recap Question 16
What is a scarce 
skill?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pvNFnHzed_CG9PRvIOr6Nori-v2lSODG/preview


Lifelong learning



Lifelong learning:
Write the date. 

The need for lifelong learning: 
a) ability to change
b) re-train
c) flexibility
d) ongoing development of the self.

Lifelong learning speaks of general knowledge to a large extent. With that in mind complete 
as many quizzes (for the next 30 minutes) as you can at this link: https://www.quizwise.com/ 

OR use this QR Code:  

https://www.quizwise.com/


Different kinds of learning: 

With which of the above types of learning do you think the most life-long learning takes 
place? 

Page Reference: 262-264 Exam Practice: Activity 7 pg 264



Recap Question 17
What is informal 
learning?



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1h1kWF90VSWXzUG2Ykc-Uxa53bXG58QwU/preview


Multi-religious society



Multi-religious society:
Write the date. Complete the table below in detail. Use Google, textbooks and discussion:

Page Reference: 274-279 Exam Practice: Activity 2 pg 279

Religions When did it 
start?

What are 
the main 
beliefs?

Treatment of 
others?

Beliefs on 
euthanasia/abortion/polygamy?

Atheism

Agnosticism

Judaism

Christianity

Islam

Hinduism

Buddhism

African Traditional



Recap Question 18
Name any 
religion and 
provide three key 
beliefs of that 
religion.



Recap Question
Discuss the 
answer as a 
class:



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1COigNhCNoQK7Cj_rvA8g4rnRJOpj3rD7/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxMbcM2ee0lfQVJqTXVOXzlmdlk/preview


Coverage of sport



Coverage of sport:
Write the date. Critically analyse the following graph as a class. Write down any valid points:

https://www.stuff.co.nz/sport/other-sports/103413304/new-study-reveals-stark-gender-bias-in-sports-coverage



Coverage of sport: ways to redress biases.

1. What can you personally do to fix up bias sports coverage?
2. What can the media do?
3. What can government do?

http://womenpandb.weebly.com/women-in-sports.html



Gender, race, stereotyping and sporting codes:



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYfzu46hABQ


Unfair practices- Use Google or your textbook to define each of the following terms and then 
write down a contemporary (modern) example of each: 

1. drug taking
2. match fixing
3. subjective umpiring
4. maladministration in sport.

Page Reference: 280-283


